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HU-MAN CHIMPANZEE

We have examined in this book the human compared to other species with regard to the 
need for religions and Gods. My belief is that religions and Gods were created by humans out of 
a profound fear of death and the need to preserve the self, in other words, to attain immortality. 
The human bioform has a brain that allows for abstraction, and allows for our ability to know in 
advance that we will all die sooner or later, a troubling understanding leading to a lifetime 
devoted to either ignoring the chilling conclusion of what we typically consider our life, or to a 
lifetime of participation in psychological abstractions designed wholly to assure us that upon our 
physical demise we shall attain some sort of a metaphysical form for all eternity, either on streets 
paved with gold, in the depths of a fiery hell, or a vision we do not comprehend.

Without any discussion about gold (a metal found on this planet), its imagined value 
exclusively for humans, or our desire for streets paved with it, let us look at a theoretical scenario 
that may further enlighten us as to the need for finding a God. We will take a short journey in our 
minds, a world of make-believe for sure, but one that presents fascinating logic that the churches 
devised by human bioforms will clearly not consider, for it offers questions that are not at all 
convenient for their paradigms. Challenge to pious dogma is intolerable. People, after all, did not 
evolve from lesser endowed animals - we were fully formed by our God of choice. Of course, 
being a naturalist, one who finds his answers in the physical laws of the natural world rather than 
the ethereal realm of the supernatural, I see things a tad bit differently, thus this ThotPod.

Modern knowledge and intelligence has clearly revealed much since the dark days where 
people of Earth thought the planet was flat and at the center of the universe. It is now known that 
we and our planet are not the center of anything of cosmic significance, that we are but a 
minuscule part of an unknowable universal scheme, lost in its colossal immensity. We want all 
the answers, but they are beyond our ability to find. Every generation through time asks the same 
unanswered questions. People write books in a feeble attempt to make sense of things, as much 
sense as can be made anyway considering our severely limited cognitive capacity. We can only 
briefly glimpse the potential for what might be.

Several times throughout this manuscript, I have discussed and will further discuss other 
species of animals in comparison with humans. This ThotPod will examine a specific theoretical 
example that makes sense to my logic, thus my wish to share it with you on our walk together. 
Why do animals not worship God like we do? Clearly, they have no concept of the immortal self, 
or even the fear based human need to attain it. They live simply in the present moment, as few 
humans can do. The human child will ask the parent what happened to their recently deceased pet 
dog, and the theist parent will answer that Fido has gone to doggie heaven in order to calm the 
child’s new found interaction with death. The non-theistic parent might have a more realistic and 
logical approach of course so that the child is not misled. The child’s pet dog was not taught 
about a DOG GOD and told to pray to it so that it would always exist in some form or another. 
The animal could not be taught such abstraction. Humans, on the other hand, are teachable.



I wish to investigate a “what if” scenario. This is free thinking, and I invite you to let your 
mind journey with mine right now into a place where a human is raised not in accordance to the 
usual plan. It is normal for us to be raised by parents and a cultural order that instructs us about 
how our world works, so we grow up blindly accepting most of what we know about life. We did 
not question anything, thinking that the adults were infallible. Some of us eventually began to 
doubt aspects of our early teachings, yet most of us remained shackled in our dependent minds. 
Few of us actually questioned the absolute reality of the God we were told protects us from evil 
and death, for to do so would alienate us from our fearful species, and it would also lead to our 
personal realization that we had been deceived and were now without that eternal life we were 
promised by well meaning ancestors. In other words, immortality as “me” was not real. We will 
explore the absolute reality of where the “me” goes towards the end of the book.

Scientific findings have revealed that humans share 97-99 percent of the genetic material 
found in chimpanzees. That is to say, we are very close to identical to the higher orders of apes in 
many ways. Let us use the chimpanzee in our exploration today. These animals are social 
creatures just like we are, in that they have bonded familial structures, care for one another, fight 
with one another, have hierarchical orders to their tribes, and carry on numerous aspects of living 
that are remarkably similar to what we know in our own lives. Some experimental chimpanzees 
have been taught by human scientists in lifelong controlled conditions to actually communicate 
with humans through sign language both could understand. If you set aside the time to study the 
findings, you will truly be amazed at the abilities of the chimpanzee! Humans have raised the 
chimpanzee in normal human surroundings, even teaching at least one, named Lucy, to use 
human silverware at the dining table. This has all been done and very well documented. 
Scientific studies continue. We don’t look exactly the same, and we don’t speak exactly the same, 
but we are remarkably the same in most ways.

Humans have raised chimpanzees. What if chimpanzees raised a human? This is our head 
trip we shall now take in these words. Let us speculate and see where this leads with regards for 
the necessity of a theistic model of life. You are undoubtedly far ahead of me already I suppose, 
yet I shall continue on and lay out the mental exercise in the event some may seek my take on 
this unique idea.

Here is the framework for our cognitive experiment: Under ideal conditions created by 
experts knowledgeable with the world of chimpanzees, a human newborn infant is introduced 
into a stable social order of these human-like animals. Once the introduction is successfully 
complete, and the human baby is accepted by at least one chimpanzee mother, the scientists 
insure that their presence is never known to the infant. This human baby will not know anything 
of its own species. It will never see another human being. It will be raised and grow up solely 
with its chimpanzee family. Keep in mind that this is only theoretical for purposes of intellectual 
exploration and understanding, and I am not suggesting that such an experiment actually be 
carried out in some calloused mindset that a human actually be subjected to the real thing. 
Although, it is interesting that in our collective imagined superiority over all animals, we humans 
have carried out the same thing with chimpanzee babies.

I will not delve into reams of peripheral theoretics here, but will focus on the God 
question, which was minimally examined earlier in relationship with animals. We will call the 
baby of our experiment Hu (pronounced Hugh), who will grow into a man, a human man in 
absolute reality, but a chimpanzee in relative reality. Hu’s family has no sense of a need to attain 
an immortal state upon death. Never in all the history of chimpanzees, which predates the history 
of what we know as humans, have there been stories handed down through the generations about 
a God, or as in the case of humans, many Gods. The chimpanzee species has never congregated 
every given number of days and communally worshiped any God. Such behavior is wholly 



unknown to them. These psychological abstractions are not possible in their minds, thus Hu 
grows up not being taught about God and immortality, and since it is never even mentioned or 
discussed amongst the community members, Hu has absolutely no personal conception of it 
himself, so he is essentially devoid of any theistic thought. Unlike a normally raised human, who 
at least hears about this even if raised in a naturalist family, and can thus give it some thought on 
some level, Hu does not even have this luxury. Heaven does not exist, and never will for them.

Hu grows up speaking and understanding the same verbal language as his social order. 
He knows no human voice, no human words. He has never seen another human. He accepts fully 
himself as a chimpanzee, even if he comes to notice the differences in his body. For all intent and 
purposes, Hu is a chimpanzee. If he were to be taken out of this world that he fully accepts by 
one of the scientific observers later in life, the results would be emotionally devastating and 
functionally crippling, both to Hu and to his long endeared family. We know this because Lucy, 
one famous chimpanzee who was fully raised by humans and then reintroduced into her normal 
wild chimpanzee world when she was older, was absolutely incapable of successfully enduring 
the modification. She had become as much a human as any human child had, and this attempt 
eventually led to her sad demise. Read about Lucy. You will be amazed.

For the purposes of this mental abstraction with Hu, let us further suppose that the 
experiment is perpetuated throughout all of Hu’s lifespan. Hu lives his entire sentient experience 
in the jungle setting with his cultural order of chimpanzees. What happens to Hu upon his 
corporeal demise? As I have done throughout the book, I will use Christianity as a base model to 
examine this intriguing question. The Bible, which is the ancient book that supposedly infallibly 
reports the wishes of the Christian God, makes it fairly clear that humans must accept Jesus as 
their savior, among other things, to be assured a place in heaven in order to live forever. Hu’s 
species has never seen the Bible, and even if they had a copy, they do not understand the human 
language, alphabet, or reading of human words. The book would be destroyed with utterly no real 
comprehension of its supposed human significance. By this measure, since Hu only speaks in the 
language of the chimpanzee, he would not be able to save himself because he had not read the 
sacred instruction manual, nor had anyone taught him that he needed to be saved in the first 
place.

What happens to Hu now? His body is no longer animated with that amazing power of 
life. He is what most people would call dead. His chimpanzee family is saddened, an apparently 
common link with humans at such times when a comrade departs. Well, I submit the following on 
the matter, which may differ from your view if you are a supernaturalist. The same thing happens 
to Hu at his death as would have happened if he had been raised as a normal human, except that 
he is neither cremated nor buried in the ground in a box. The thoughts in Hu’s head had no effect 
at all upon what ultimately happened to any portion of his former self. He did not fear death. He 
did not spend a lifetime hiding the reality of death by busying himself while ignoring it, nor by 
immersing himself in the worship of a supernatural deity. Had Hu been raised as a human instead 
of a chimpanzee, and dutifully worshiped the Christian God, the end of his sentient life would be 
identical as far as any consequential states of existence are concerned. The only difference is that 
Hu the chimpanzee never agonized for decades whether he was living in the manner one particular 
human God is reported to have said is necessary to forever preserve self. The human self of Hu 
did not rule his existence because it did not exist - only his chimpanzee self was real.

Here is another interesting notion to contemplate. What happened to Hu’s mother when 
she passed on? She was a chimpanzee. Hu’s brothers and sisters were chimpanzees. All his 
family and social circle were chimpanzees. None of them ever had any thoughts about dying and 
going to heaven, hell, or being reincarnated as another creature in a new life. Are we to think that 
because Hu was technically a human, his state of existence after death is any different from that 



of his chimpanzee family and friends? Are we to believe that the minor genetic differentiations 
between Hu and his fellow beings made a difference in their states of existence at death? Hu and 
his social order were all one. He and his kind were all one, separated only by a few biological 
changes that allowed Hu a slightly more complex brain able to contemplate abstractions and 
bizarre paranormal supernatural philosophies. What I am examining here is this arrogant human 
idea that because we are supposedly “superior” to all other life forms, we have all these special 
needs that must be addressed. Only we have a deep burning desire to be immortal, to save the 
precious self. The fellows of Hu’s life felt no need to be immortal. Indeed, they could not even 
contemplate it. They just lived! Rather than fearing death as humans do, they actually lived life 
fully in reality. We are afraid of death, but we should actually be afraid of the unlived life!

I sit here at a laptop computer typing about this abstraction, while Hu is out there living a 
genuine life, stripped of any fear based human mythological underpinnings. The human being, 
even though only 1-3 percent differentiated from the chimpanzee being, knows the suffering that 
comes from attempting to determine if there really is a God, and then if the decision is “yes”, 
trying to figure out which one of the many Gods is the proper one to follow for immortality.

My objective in this ThotPod has been to initiate deeper thought within your own head 
about the typically ignored question as to why human bioforms need to worship Gods for the 
cherished notion of life everlasting, while chimpanzee bioforms, or other animals for that matter, 
do not need to worship Gods. Devoted supernaturalists will undoubtedly be shaking their heads 
right about now, saying that Hu was actually saved because other humans had placed him in a 
living situation over which he had no control, and therefore God would understand his untainted 
soul and allow him to enter heaven anyway. This is along the same lines as the Christian stance 
for the scores of people who predated the Biblical message of Jesus by hundreds of centuries. 
They would be judged by the ultimate judicial body based upon personal merits.

Okay, that’s fine. This is merely a theoretical examination, so it actually does not matter 
except to those who love logic puzzles and the finding of reality. The bottom line is this: As long 
as you are genuinely happy in your life as you see it, and nothing you are doing is bringing harm 
to other life forms, then carry on. We all make our own choices. All each of us ultimately seek is 
happiness and contentment through being loved and cared for while here. It’s pretty basic really. 
We all find our answers on different paths. Please, whatever you believe about this power of life, 
I urge you to respect it to the fullest extent your psychological capabilities and ingrained 
upbringing allow. I urge you to be mindfully aware every single minute of every day, sharing 
peace and love with your associates. I urge you to live in the present moment, making the most of 
it, and not get caught up in past suffering or future fears. You may have completely divergent 
worldviews than I do. It absolutely does not make any difference on any meaningful or lasting 
level my friend! We are both here, had no say in the matter, and so we both make the best of it. If 
we understand, things are just as they are. If we do not understand, things are just as they are. In 
the final analysis, life is what it is regardless of our beliefs about it. Let us set aside our 
differences and love one another always. A life full of self is a world empty of love. Respect life, 
share peace, live now.


